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Abstract

Building extraction from high resolution (HR) satellite imagery is one of the most
significant issue for remote sensing community. Manual extraction process is onerous and
time consuming that’s why the improvement of the best automation is a crucial topic for
the researchers. In this study, we aimed to expose the significant contribution of normalized
digital surface model (nDSM) to the automatic building extraction from mono HR satellite
imagery performing two-step application in an appropriate study area which includes
various terrain formations. In first step, the buildings were manually and object-based
automatically extracted from ortho-rectified pan-sharpened IKONOS and Quickbird HR
imagery that have 1 m and 0.6 m ground sampling distances (GSD), respectively. Next,
the nDSM was created using available aerial photos to represent the height of individual
non-terrain objects and used as an additional channel for segmentation. All of the results
were compared with the reference data, produced from aerial photos that have 5 cm GSD.
With the contribution of nDSM, the number of extracted buildings was increased and more
importantly, the number of falsely extracted buildings occurred by automatic extraction
errors was sharply decreased, both are the main components of precision, completeness
and overall quality.
Keywords: automatic building extraction, high resolution satellite imagery, normalized
digital surface model (nDSM), precision, completeness, quality.

Introduction

In recent decades, optical space-borne remote sensing technologies have been improved
rapidly and at the end of 1990s, with the innovation of IKONOS, commercial optical
satellites offering high resolution (HR) (≤1 m) have become utilizable. By the advantage of
HR, optical satellite data were started to use for building extraction more than before [Theng,
2006; Sportouche et al., 2009; Ehrlich et al., 2012; Benarchid et al., 2013; Bhadauria et al.,
2013]. Overall, two basic methods are employed for building extraction as manual and
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automatic. The automatic extraction process is definitely faster and time saving in comparison
with manual extraction process and additionally enables the extraction of vector semantic
data [Baltsavias et al., 2001]. Furthermore, object-based automatic extraction data can be
easily transferred into computer aided design (CAD) and geographic information system
(GIS) based software and applications. However, automatic building extraction includes
unfavorable situations caused by imaging radiometry of optical sensors depending on the
similar spectral reflectance of the ground objects [Shaw and Burke, 2003; Pedelty et al.,
2004; Bedard et al., 2012]. The roof types and colors are various for settlements depending
on the different construction techniques and used materials. The similar spectral reflectance
of other ground objects with different characterized roofs causes missing buildings and
especially falsely extracted buildings on the ground as results of automatic extraction. As
known, the space-borne imagery are usually used for urban applications such as monitoring
of urban development and detection of illegal construction. Especially in large urban areas,
these applications are realized by temporal change detection, calculated in the basis of
automatic building extraction [Baiocchi et al., 2011]. At this point, the falsely extracted
buildings, occurred by the segmentation errors, complicate the detection of changes in
urban areas and lead to erroneous results. One of the main causes of this situation is two
dimensional (2D) segmentation in automatic extraction process.
In this study, we aimed to expose the significant contribution of normalized digital surface
model (nDSM) on the solution of problems caused by the lack of height information. A digital
surface model (DSM) explains the three dimensional (3D) earth surface including all of terrain
and non-terrain objects such as buildings, vegetation, forest, and roads. On the other hand, a
digital terrain model (DTM) represents only the 3D bare earth topography. Based out of here,
nDSM is a differential model, calculated by the subtraction of DTM and DSM of a common
area. This concept is mainly used in forestry discipline for detecting the height of trees and forest
stands [Stereńczak et al., 2008; Smreček, 2012; Sefercik and Ateşoğlu, 2013]. The potential of
nDSM with respect to building extraction was explored only by a few authors using airborne
laser scanning (ALS) data [Ma, 2005; Yu et al., 2010; Ahearn and Ahn, 2011]. However, ALS is
a young technique and not available for a large portion of the earth yet. As distinct from ALSbased studies, we exhibited the significant contribution of nDSM, produced from aerial imagery
to the object-based automatic building extraction from space-borne imagery regarding standard
quantitative measures as precision (correctness), completeness, and overall quality [Heipke et al.,
1997; Karantzalos and Paragios, 2009]. The case study was realized using ortho-rectified pansharpened IKONOS and Quickbird satellite imagery that have 1 m and 0.6 m ground sampling
distances (GSD) respectively in the City of Zonguldak, Turkey having various land classes and
rough terrain structure which are very beneficial to test the proposed technique.
Considering the purposes, the paper is organized as follows: the next section describes the
study area and used materials. This is followed by the methodologies used for the processing of
satellite images containing geometric correction, pan-sharpening, and ortho-rectification and for
the building extraction. In the next section, the results and discussions are presented followed by
the conclusion of the investigation.

Study area and datasets

As known, one of the most significant problems for space-borne imagery is the inclined
topographies that’s why fully flat areas are always misleading to exhibit the performance
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of proposed techniques. To demonstrate the contribution of our technique, we consciously
preferred a study area that includes rough terrain and various land classes. The study area
covers 1 km × 1 km in the City of Zonguldak, located on the North-West side of Turkey. It
is adjacent with Black Sea shoreline in two borders mostly having vertical cliffs with more
than 90° inclination angle. The average terrain inclination is 12% and the elevation of bare
topography varies from sea level up to 147 m. The large part of area (~85%) is protected
and new building construction has been prohibited for more than fifty years. Five different
land classes are available as open, built-up (apartments, education and training institutions
etc.), forest, roads, and rocks along the shoreline. Figure 1 shows the aerial photo of the
study area (Fig. 1a), land classes (Fig. 1b), color-coded DTM (Fig. 1c), and the distribution
of terrain slope (Fig. 1d). The reference aerial photos of the study area were acquired by
large scale photogrammetry in 2009. They have 5 cm GSD and ±15 cm horizontal geolocation accuracy. The bundle panchromatic (PAN) + multispectral (MS) mono IKONOS
and Quickbird satellite imagery, used for the implementation were acquired in 2008 and
2004, respectively. The time interval between the acquisition dates was neglected because
of building construction prohibition in the study area. Figure 2 illustrates the pan-sharpened
IKONOS and Quickbird images and following Table 1 gives information about the
characteristics of them.

Figure 1 - Study area (a), land classes (b), color-coded DTM (c) and the
distribution of terrain slope (d).
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Figure 2 - IKONOS (a) and Quickbird (b) images of Zonguldak study area.
Table 1 - Characteristics of IKONOS and Quickbird imagery.
Property

IKONOS

Quickbird

Acquisition year

2008

2004

Origin

USA

USA

1 m PAN, 4 m MS

0.61 m PAN, 2.44 m MS

681 km

450 km

98º.1

97º.2

11.3 km

16.5 km

11 bit

11 bit

Resolution
Altitude
Inclination angle
Swath width
Digital recording format

Methodologies for image processing and building extraction
The followed methodology for image processing and building extraction is summarized in
a six-step work flow diagram as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 - Main stages of the application (left to right).
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As known, the raw space-borne images are distributed with an approximate orientation.
The absolute position accuracy of images based on the orbital information and position
and orientation systems of satellites, are not satisfactory for applications that need high
precision [Heipke, 1997; Büyüksalih et al., 2004; Toutin, 2004]. The geometric position
accuracy of images should be improved according to the requirements of applications
[Buiten and Van Putten, 1997; Jacobsen, 2004; Jacobsen et al., 2005]. Starting from this
point, each image was oriented using rigorous satellite orbital modelling (SOM) [Toutin,
2004] utilizing uniformly distributed 3 independent check points (CPs) and 11 ground
control points (GCPs), collected by real time kinematic GPS observations on the ground
having minimum 3 cm position accuracy both for horizontal and vertical directions.The
independent CPs for each image were located as one in the midpoint of the image, two at
the inside and outside of predetermined study area. While GCPs were used for the initial
geo-referencing, CPs were used for the assessment check. Table 2 shows the root mean
square error (RMSE) of used CPs and GCPs.
Table 2 - RMSE of used CPs and GCPs for geometric correction.
GCPs

CPs

Total

RMSE
X
(pix)

RMSE
Y
(pix)

RMSE
(pix)

Total

RMSE
X
(pix)

RMSE
Y
(pix)

RMSE
(pix)

IKONOS PAN

11

0.18

0.26

0.31

3

0.54

0.98

1.12

Image

IKONOS MS

11

0.33

0.47

0.57

3

0.80

0.74

1.09

Quickbird PAN

11

0.39

0.21

0.45

3

0.37

0.33

0.50

Quickbird MS

11

0.38

0.30

0.48

3

0.23

0.40

0.46

Next, HR fused color images were generated by the combination of corrected PAN and
MS images using pan-sharpening technique utilizing UNB (University of New Brunswick)
algorithm [Zhang, 2002; Padwick et al., 2010]. Pan-sharpening method makes it possible
to benefit from the sensors’ spectral capabilities simultaneously with its high spatial
resolution. In the literature, many algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA),
hue intensity saturation (HIS), Wavelet and Gram Schmidt are available for pan-sharpening
[Nikolakopoulos, 2008]. The PAN images are achieved in the 0.4 - 0.9 µm wavelength
interval of electromagnetic spectrum and very sensitive for green color due to including
infrared band. The most significant advantage of UNB in comparison with other algorithms
is the presentation of better results for green band of images. It works in statistical basis and
uses the least squares method to calculate the contribution of each imaging band to the final
product to find the best coherence between the combined imaging bands’ grey values and
reduce the spectral distortion independent to the data set.
To make an appropriate object recognition, extraction or classification using satellite data,
the ortho-images must be used. Accordingly, the ortho-images were generated from pansharpened images using 1 m original gridded DTM derived from reference aerial photos
[Hofmann, 2001; Mena, 2003; Alkan et al., 2006; Topan et al., 2009]. For geometric
correction, pan-sharpening and ortho-image generation, PCI Geomatica v9.1.1 software
was used. The buildings were extracted from ortho-rectified images by manual and
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automatic methods using NetCAD v5.2 and eCognition v4.0.6 software respectively. For
the automatic extraction of buildings, an object-based approach was selected based on the
combination of spectral (color) and shape heterogeneity changes [Baatz et al., 2004]. In
object-based classification, the heterogeneity is calculated based on fused adjacent objects
in a stable direction (top-down, bottom to up etc.) limiting by the pre-determined scale
parameter. The fused objects have to continue as the first object (obj1) and the second object
(obj2). For instance, the fusion of obj1 and obj2 will be named as obj1 for the next merge
and merge with a further obj2 again. The spectral heterogeneity of an object is calculated
by the standard deviation of concerning pixel numbers (colors). The shape heterogeneity
consists of two components as compactness and smoothness. The compactness parameter
represents the closeness of the pixels clustered in an object by comparing it to a circle while
the smoothness parameter describes the similarity between the image object borders and a
perfect square [UTSA, 2013]. These parameters and overall heterogeneity can be calculated
by following equations;

(

(

∆hsp = ∑ iN=1Wi nmergeσ imerge − nobj1σ iobj1 + nobj 2σ iobj 2

∆hcm = nmerge

lmerge
nmerge

∆hsm = nmerge


lobj1
lobj 2
−  nobj1
+ nobj 2

nobj1
nobj 2


lmerge
bmerge

)) [1]

 [ 2]




lobj1
lobj 2 
−  nobj1
+ nobj 2
 [3]

bobj1
bobj 2 


∆hsh = Wcm ∆hcm + (1 − Wcm ) ∆hsm [ 4]
∆hoverall = (1 − Wsh ) ∆hsp + Wsh ∆hsh [5]
where ∆hoverall , ∆hsp , ∆hsh , ∆h cm , ∆hsm are the overall, spectral, shape, compactness, and
smoothness heterogeneity respectively. N is the number of channels of the segmented
satellite image, W represents the channel weight, n describes the number of pixels belonging
to the object 1 and 2 (obj1, obj2), σ is the standard deviation, l and b are the factual border
length and the perimeter of the bounding obj1, obj2 [Tian and Chen, 2007].
The classification was performed based on object properties considering four different
land classes as buildings, roads, sea, and the vegetation. To separate the external land
classes except buildings and roads, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and
near infrared and green band differences were utilized [Sohn and Dowman, 2007]. Table 3
shows the segmentation parameters in four levels used for most successful classification.
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The optimal values for segmentation parameters are defined by the operator considering
used image characteristics (resolution, viewing geometry, radiometry, distortions, etc.)
and object properties (length, width, roof types, etc.) in the study area and also resulting
segmentation outcome. The meanings of the segmentation parameters are summarized as
follows [Hofmann, 2001; Benz et al., 2003]:
− level: This parameter determines whether a new generated image level will either
overwrite a current level or whether the generated objects shall become sub- or superobjects of a still existing level. The order of generating the levels affects the objects’
shape (top-down, bottom-up segmentation);
− scale: As mentioned before, heterogeneity is calculated based on the fusion of adjacent
objects. The scale parameter describes a threshold value to stop the fusion of objects and
segmentation. That means, if larger scale is used more objects are fused in segmentation
and larger objects occur;
− color and shape: The influence of spectral and shape homogeneity is adjusted by these
parameters in segmentation.The total of these parameters is equal to 1. Accordingly, high
spectral homogeneity value means less shape homogeneity influence in segmentation;
− compactness and smoothness: Using these parameters, the user defines whether the
objects shall become more compact (fringed) or more smooth;
− weight of image channels: This parameter determines the weight of an image channel
on the segmentation. For the images that have comparable channels in size and content
such as IKONOS and Quickbird each channel should be weighted equally.
Table 3 - Segmentation parameters and applied thresholds for IKONOS and Quickbird imagery.

IKONOS

Quickbird

Segmentation
levels

Scale

Color

Shape

Compactness

Smoothness

Weights

1

20

0.3

0.7

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

2

40

0.3

0.7

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

3

60

0.3

0.7

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

4

20

1

20

0.1

0.9

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

2

40

0.1

0.9

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

3

60

0.1

0.9

0.5

0.5

1,1,1,1,1

4

20

spectral difference

spectral difference

1,1,1,1,0,1

1,1,1,1,0,1

As can be seen in Table 3, different values were used for color and shape heterogeneity
for IKONOS and Quickbird images because of geometric (resolution, viewing angle etc.)
and radiometric differences (Fig. 4). In addition to lower resolution (1 m), the radiometry
of raw IKONOS image is not as good as Quickbird and includes single white spots that
are marked with circles in Figure 4. The large portion of the white spots was eliminated
using median filtering. However, the residuals of them effect the shape heterogeneity and
cause problems on the combination of the details in segmentation. That’s why we increased
the color heterogeneity for IKONOS and eliminate the influence of these single white
spots which cannot significantly change the average of grey values when combining with
neigbour pixels.
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Figure 4 - Geometric and radiometric differences between IKONOS (a) and Quickbird (b) images.

In 2D automatic extraction process, the spectral reflectance and the shape of the ground objects
are considered for segmentation. However, especially in underdeveloped and developing
countries, regular settlement plans and architecture are not available in most cases. Associated
with construction methods and economic reasons, different kinds of roofs (tile, concrete,
wooden, steel, zinc, sheet metal etc.) are used for the buildings. These different roof types
always create difficulties for segmentation algorithms because of dissimilar spectral reflectance
and shapes. In addition, other land classes may have similar spectral reflectance and shape with
the roofs. The best sample for this situation is the roads and concrete roofs that are often nested
in segmentation. To avoid these challenges by providing 3D information, a 1 m gridded nDSM
was generated for the study area with LISA 5.1 software. This is a differential height model of
the DSM and DTM [6] serving up the pure non-terrain object heights. The DSM and the DTM
were generated from aerial photos by photogrammetric assessment based on optical stereoscopy
using Z/I imaging and Microstation software [Pulighe and Fava, 2013]. During photogrammetric
assessment, the points were collected on the stereo-model under two layers as terrain and nonterrain. The DSM was generated using both terrain and non-terrain points. For DTM generation,
only the non-terrain points that represent the bare topography were employed. The absolute
vertical accuracies of both models are in between 10 cm and 1 m. To provide the most realistic
topographic description and aimed grid spacing (1 m) for final DSM and DTM, a dense number
of points were collected (approx. 14000). Thus, the negative influence of interpolation in the
generation of DSM and DTM was minimized. Considering the changing topographic structure
in the study area, a common interpolation method ‘triangulation’ was preferred when generating
the 3D models. Figure 5 shows the generated DSM (Fig. 5a), DTM (Fig. 5b), and built-up areas
on the 3D nDSM (Fig. 5c) as a wire frame where the maximum building height is 42.6 m. The
exaggeration factor was selected as ‘2’ for better interpretation.
nDSM = DSM − DTM [ 6]
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Figure 5 - DSM (a), DTM (b), and 3D nDSM of the study area (c) (for nDSM; azimuth angle: 180°,
incidence angle: 25°, exaggeration factor: 2).

As seen in Figure 5, the buildings cannot be described with sharp lines by nDSM. The
main cause for this situation is the original grid spacing (1 m) of the DSM and DTM that
were used for nDSM generation and related interpolation. As known, the main parameter
for most realistic DSM and DTM generation using optical stereoscopy is the number of
proper matching and height points that are marked by the operator. The heights of the entire
included points in requested grid interval of a DSM or a DTM are automatically calculated
by interpolation which decreases the vertical accuracies of them [Passini and Jacobsen, 2007;
Sefercik and Alkan, 2009]. The most significant factor that minimizes the negative influence
of interpolation is measured point density for the generation area. This means, considering
the advantage of point density, the vertical accuracy and building representation quality of a
generated nDSM from ALS data will be better than generated from aerial photos. However,
ALS is a young technique and not available for many countries where aerial photos exist.
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At the last stage of application, automatic building extraction was performed with IKONOS
and Quickbird pan-sharpened images using the contribution of nDSM as an additional
channel for the segmentation with the weight of ‘0.2’ for all segmentation levels. The results
were compared with the first extraction regarding two main components as the number of
extracted and falsely extracted buildings.

Results and discussion

The manual building extraction results of HR IKONOS and Quickbird pan-sharpened
imagery are shown in Figure 6 and following Table 4. The extracted buildings (red)
were overlapped with the buildings derived from reference aerial photos (blue) for better
interpretation. For the clear presentation, all extraction results, presented in this section
were grouped using the common classification terms true positives (TP), false positives
(FP), and false negatives (FN) [Clode et al., 2004; Mancini et al., 2009]. As known, in
classification applications, TP, FP, and FN are achieved when a test correctly reports a
positive result, when a test falsely reports a positive result, and when a test incorrectly
gives a negative result, respectively. Accordingly, truly extracted buildings are TP, falsely
extracted buildings are FP, and unidentified buildings are FN in this study. In the Table 4,
TP and FN are shown for manual building extraction. In manual extraction, no FP result are
achieved that’s why this result does not exist in Table 4.

Figure 6 - Manually extracted buildings from HR IKONOS (a) and Quickbird imagery (b).

Data
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Table 4 - Manual building extraction results.
Extraction
TP
FN
(%)

Reference

362

0

100

IKONOS

338

24

93.3

Quickbird

351

11

97.0

European Journal of Remote Sensing - 2014, 47: 575-591

As seen in Table 4, 362 buildings are available in the study area and most of them can be
manually extracted from both satellite images. Although, the results are very similar, the
Quickbird is one step ahead in the detection of small buildings by the advantage of higher
resolution and better radiometry.
Considering the availability of buildings in IKONOS and Quickbird images, demonstrated
by Figure 6 and Table 4, the majority of problems in automatic extraction performance
will arise because of segmentation. Figure 7 and following Table 5 show the objectbased automatic building extraction results. In Table 5, in addition to TP and FN, the FP
are represented. The precision (correctness), completeness, and the overall quality were
calculated as:
P=

TP
[7]
(TP + FP )

C=

TP
[8 ]
(TP + FN )

Q=

TP

(TP + FP + FN )

[9]

where P, C, Q are the precision, completeness, and quality of automatic building extraction,
respectively.

Figure 7 - Automatic extracted objects from IKONOS (a) and Quickbird imagery (b).
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Table 5 - Object-based automatic building extraction results without nDSM.
TP

FN

FP

Precision
(%)

Completeness
(%)

Quality
(%)

Reference

362

0

0

100

100

100

IKONOS

299

63

126

70.1

82.6

61.3

Quickbird

329

33

163

66.9

90.9

62.7

Data

As can be seen in Table 5, falsely extracted building numbers in IKONOS and Quickbird are
126 and 163, respectively that have a considerable influence on precision and overall quality
of automatic object extraction. As previously mentioned, the main causes of falsely extracted
buildings are similar spectral reflectance and shape of other non-terrain objects. For instance,
the road of breakwater in city port and boats were extracted as a building in the images (white
rectangles in Fig. 7). The numbers of falsely extracted buildings were manually calculated
considering available buildings on the reference data. This calculation was made just to show
the contribution of nDSM on the next step because a manual calculation of falsely extracted
buildings is meaningless and impossible in large application areas. As mentioned earlier, the
main cause of falsely extracted buildings is the lack of height information in 2D automatic
extraction process. At this point, the significant contribution of correct height information
provided from nDSM was demonstrated by repeated whole automatic process. Figure 8 and
Table 6 present the results of automatically extracted buildings using the nDSM. In Figure 8,
it can be easily distinguished that there is a clear improvement on the results in comparison
with automatic extraction without nDSM. The individual buildings are clearer and a sharp
reduction is monitored on the falsely extracted building areas. For an instance, white rectangles
in Figure 7 and 8 can be compared.

Figure 8 - Automatic extracted objects from IKONOS (a) and Quickbird imagery (b) with
nDSM.
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Table 6 - Object-based automatic building extraction results using nDSM.
TP

FN

FP

Precision
(%)

Completeness
(%)

Quality
(%)

Reference

362

0

0

100

100

100

IKONOS

300

62

32

90.4

82.9

76.1

Quickbird

338

24

34

90.9

93.4

85.4

Data

Regarding Table 6, the contribution of nDSM is mostly effect to the precision and overall
quality of the automatic building extraction from both space-borne HR data. By the
advantage of better resolution and radiometry, the improvements of Quickbird results are
narrowly more than IKONOS. The falsely extracted building numbers were decreased from
126 to 32 and 163 to 34 where the extracted buildings were increased from 299 to 300 and
329 to 338 in order of IKONOS and Quickbird. Accordingly, the precision of the extraction
increased from 70.1% to 90. 4% and 66.9% to 90.9% and the overall quality increased from
61.3% to 76.1% and 62.7% to 85.4% for IKONOS and Quickbird HR imagery, respectively.
The completeness was also improved by nDSM but not in the similar ratios with precision
and overall quality. It increased from 82.6% to 82.9% and 90.9% to 93.4% in order of
IKONOS and Quickbird.
In addition to the aforementioned calculations, areal accuracy of extracted buildings were
investigated based on the calculation of areal differences between extracted buildings from
tested images and reference data. This is one of the common methods to introduce the
accuracy of extracted buildings [Shiravi et al., 2012; GRC, 2014]. Table 7 presents the total
areas of extracted buildings from space-borne imagery with and without nDSM and the areal
differences from the reference data. With the contribution of nDSM, the areal difference
between IKONOS and reference data decreased as 48%. This result demonstrates that the
applicants should avoid using 2D methods for automatic building extraction from mono
IKONOS images in rough topographies. For Quickbird imagery, the areal difference from
reference was also decreased as 13%.
Table 7 - Extracted building areas with and without nDSM.
Data

Extracted
Building Area
(m2)

Areal Difference
from Reference
(m2)

Areal Difference
from Reference
(%)

Reference

102851

0

0.00

IKONOS without nDSM

163303

60452

58.78

Quickbird without nDSM

125107

22256

21.64

IKONOS with nDSM

113388

10537

10.25

Quickbird with nDSM

111632

8781

8.54

Overall, the results verify that the generated nDSM from available aerial photos is very
favorable especially for eliminating the large portion of falsely extracted buildings
(numerical and areal) and improves the precision, completeness, and the overall quality of
object-based automatic building extraction from mono space-borne HR imagery.
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Conclusion
In this study, an alternative technique was proposed for the improvement of precision,
completeness, and overall quality of automatic building extraction from space-borne HR mono
satellite images. The mono images were selected because of lower cost and easy processing
in comparison with stereos. An nDSM that provides correct height information of non-terrain
objects was generated from available aerial photos and used as an additional channel for
segmentation. In the literature, all of nDSM based studies use ALS data which is not available
for underdeveloped or developing Countries. In contrast to ALS data, the aerial photos are
available for almost entire Countries which produce their own topographic maps.
The geometric and radiometric properties of space-borne imagery have vital importance
on the selection of spectral and shape heterogeneity thresholds in object-based automatic
building extraction. For IKONOS imagery, due to lower geometric and radiometric
conditions in comparison with Quickbird, a higher color threshold was preferred. In the
object-based automatic building extraction, in addition to extracted building number,
falsely extracted building number is very crucial. The falsely extracted buildings, occurred
by the segmentation errors, complicate the detection of changes in urban areas and lead to
erroneous results. In the study, with the significant contribution of nDSM, a considerable
improvement was provided on the object-based automatic building extraction especially
eliminating falsely extracted buildings (numerical and areal). Through, the precision
and overall quality of application was increased more than 40% for both IKONOS and
Quickbird images. The completeness was also improved with smaller percentages against
precision and overall quality.
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